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About This Game

Come explore Hypatia, the massively multiplayer metropolis filled with creation tools, mind-bending puzzles, and adorable
stuffed animals!

-EXPLORE-
The city of Hypatia is a huge open world, filled with canvases for painting, canals for boating, and stuffed animals for throwing!

Follow clues in the environment to find all the hidden areas, secret items, and unique treasures.

The streets of Hypatia can be explored on foot, on a rowboat down the canals and lakes, or through the skies in hot air balloons
and airships. Featuring full locomotion as well as teleportation movement modes, our robust control options allow you to move

how you feel most comfortable.

Whether you’re navigating a multi-dimensional maze, sailing through the rooftops in an airship, or diving with a plesiosaur at the
bottom of the sea, you’ll be amazed by what you’ll discover next. Every corner of Hypatia has secrets waiting to be discovered,

and each one will reward you handsomely for finding them! Win unique parts for your avatar, currency to spend in the mall, and
lots more.

-CREATE-
Players can draw and paint anywhere, take pictures with one of five different types of camera, or perform a new act on stage in
front of a live VR audience. Spray paint comes in every color imaginable, and permanently paintable walls are everywhere. If
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you prefer a traditional canvas, easels can be found in most of the city’s beautiful parks.

Submit your favorite pieces to galleries like the Art Studio’s Painting Gallery or the Mango Photography Museum’s Photo
Gallery, and vote for your favorite works by fellow artists. Can you win first place in the weekly art contests?

Once you’ve made all this art and collected loads of prizes, where are you going to put it all? How about in your own personal
apartment? Spaces are now available for Hypatia’s Player Property update! You can design and decorate your own VR home

with furniture, wall paper, and lots of stuffed animals! Every door in Hypatia leads to a different property, meaning every player
can own a part of the game map for themselves.

-SOCIALIZE-
Striking up a conversation with other players is easy with our proximity voice chat; just say hello! Use the Social menu to add

them as a friend, and keep in touch anywhere in the city. Join our active Discord server to stay up-to-date on weekly community-
led events and organize with other players.

Through your travels across the city, you’ll be able to find and collect over a hundred unique avatar parts. Then you can
customize each part with colors and styles, and mix & match different parts to create your own individual look.

Hypatia: Where creativity is the currency
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Title: Hypatia
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
TimefireVR LLC
Publisher:
TimefireVR LLC
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit or newer

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960 4GB / AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 23 GB available space

English
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I honestly enjoyed this game with my son and it is the best "Sorry" edition you can buy on Steam.. Nice little local shooter but
majorly overwhelming at the get go and unless you have people over often or live with someone who enjoys games like this then
I doubt youll play it often if at all.. I thought I completed this DLC before, but it turns out I barely begun it. I just completed it
now and very much like the core game, this DLC is so expansive. I put in about 40-50 hours alone. There are AAA games that
don't have that much content in it like this one does.

The monsters in it are the exact same as in the core game, except this one also has a pteryx (the dodo-looking bird) that plays a
part various quests, including the main one. There's a sewer system that runs all throughout the city and has several exits
throughout the city, which is cool. The inspiration for this is clearly ancient Greece. You'll take part in fun quests concerning
ancient Greek society, such as debating legitimate philosophical issues, casting for a play and taking part in it (which is funner
than it sounds), etc. You'll do quests from contract boards which were all enjoyable to me. If you're into challenges there's an
easter egg hunt quest where you have to find five litanies (scroll-look alikes) in specific places without any in-game help. That's
a real challenge to do without looking online for help. I found three of them on my own and had to look online for help for the
final two. That's fun for people who like those kinds of quests and\/or a challenge.

It's hard not to give this DLC anything lower than a 10\/10. It was fun as hell and there was so much content (again, 40-50
hours) for one DLC that it competes with many full-on, complete AAA games. Not to mention there are new weapons and
armor sets (including a pteryx one) from this DLC.

Hell yes, I would recommend you guys to get this DLC. Specifically, the entire collection. I completed the core game and wrote
a review on it if you're on the fence about whether to buy it or if you're curious about wanting to learn more of the game. I
bought the entire collection (core game with the DLCs for $10 total-probably the best deal on this freaking site). I have yet to
play the Legend of Dead Kel DLC, but once I finish with that, I'll write a review on that DLC too.. Not a bad game. I didn't
particularly enjoy it though thats probably partially because of ADHD, so relaxing and calmly wrapping stuff in string is way too
slow paced for me to enjoy. But it does well what it says it does, so i give this game a thumbs up. I do have a complaint in that
some of the shapes seem impossible to completely cover in paint.
. It's chill-tastic. 'nuff said.. wow I'm so happy when I listen to this, I hope this soundtrack turns into Woodle Beaver and it is so
happy to see me that it gives me a pat *_*. Did you buy 20XX? Enjoyed the game? Liked the music?

Then what are you waiting for! Purchase the OST now so you can add these great tracks to your phone, and help support the
devs while doing it!. Tthis game surprised me with it's mechanics.
It feels like something very familiar but in same time it is fresh and interesting to play.
After playing several levels you are forgetting about problems and starting to relax.
Good to play in the office (lol)

I would recommend this game if you want to forget about routine and relax.
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It's pretty dated.. High quality paint jobs, looks really good!. Its a refreshing point and click game. You can't really take this
game seriously but that's okay. It is fun in its own weird way. I'll try to sum up the pros and cons for you:

Pros:
+ the story is goofy
+ the character you play makes you feel relieved that you finished high school
+ nice background music

Cons:
- the graphics for the characters could be improved
- too much dialogue at certain points in the game which can be frustrating, especcialy if you have to talk to mell in order to find
out where objects might be
- no flow in the game play. You have to talk to Mell a lot which is a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with the
amount of dialogue

Overall the game is fun to play but I do wish they would change some things:

* Moving around using ASDW
* shorter dialogues
* improved character graphics
* easier access to items while investigating\/using them
* improve the main character's IQ so you don't need Mell for everything

If you like a goofy point and click game than this game is for you :). An enjoyable set of simple but very enjoyable puzzle
rooms. All objects interact the way you expect them to, and each room really has its own flavour. Currently three rooms
available, but it seems like the dev is actively adding more, which is great!. won't install, tried to download, says I already have it
when I don't, whats going on anyone got a fix ??. A truly amazing game..... has everything that gamer may want from a sci-fi
game. Provides the best gaming experience ever. I do not have enough words to describe it.
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